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Abstract 

This study aims to analyze the derivation of weak active participles (APs) from triconsonantal imperfective verbs 

within the X-slot model of autosegmental phonology. The first stage of the research involves building a corpus of 

APs from a well-established corpus-based dictionary, namely mucdʒam ʔalluɣah ʔalcarabijjah ʔalmuca:sirah 

‘Dictionary of Modern Arabic Language’. The corpus contains 620 APs which are categorized, in accordance with 

the position of the glide in their stems, into initially, medially, finally and doubly weak APs. The analysis reveals 

that despite having irregular surface representations, the underlying representations of weak APs are parallel to 

those of their strong counterparts. The surface irregularities of these APs are attributable to the inherent instability 

of the glides which causes them to be susceptible to diverse phonological rules. These phonological rules are given 

accurate and simple representations in autosegmental phonology due to the autonomy that elements on different 

tiers have in this approach. 
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1. Introduction 

Arabic is a Semitic language that has a rich literary heritage dating back to the pre-Islamic period. In 

addition to Arabic, other major members of the Semitic language family include Aramaic, Ugaritic, 

Hebrew, Ethiopian, Amharic, Phoenician, Akkadian and Eblaite (Hetzron, 1992). Semitic languages 

share common phonological, morphological, and syntactic features (Watson, 2002). In terms of 

phonology, these languages generally employ a limited number of vowels and a wide number of 

consonants and their consonantal systems incorporate a rich inventory of gutturals, emphatics and 

geminates. Semitic languages are further marked by their root-and-pattern morphology in which the 

roots are semantic abstractions embodied by a set of consonants that are inserted into templatic patterns 

to indicate derivational and inflectional aspects. The distinguishing syntactic features of Semitic 
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languages include the common usage of VSO (verb-subject-object) word order and the tendency of 

qualifiers to follow their qualified terms (e.g. adjectives follow the nouns they qualify).   

Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) is argued to be a direct descendant of Classical Arabic (CA), i.e. 

the language of Quran. The emergence of MSA is attributed to the exposure to Western civilization and 

to the spread of literacy and education. A distinction between the two variants of Standard Arabic, viz. 

CA and MSA, is commonly made by linguists. The former is a literary form of Arabic used in the Quran 

and in the pre and early Islamic eras, whereas the latter is the form utilized in formal language contexts 

in contemporary Arab world. Even though the lexis and stylistics of MSA are different from those of 

CA, the two variants are largely similar in terms of phonology, morphology and syntax. In addition to 

the two standardized variants of Arabic, various regional vernaculars of Arabic are used in informal 

speech contexts. Examples of Arabic regional vernaculars include Jordanian Arabic, Palestinian Arabic 

and Iraqi Arabic.  Table 1 presents the consonantal inventory of MSA: 

 

Table 1. MSA Consonantal Inventory 

 

 

 As can be noticed from Table 1, MSA, as a member of the Semitic family, employs a set of glottal 

(ʔ, h), pharyngeal (h, c) and uvular (x, ɣ) consonants. These consonants are grouped under one category 

labelled gutturals. Gutturals are consonants produced with “a primary constriction in the posterior region 

of the vocal tract” (McCarthy, 1994). The phonemic inventory of MSA also has a class of consonants 

whose production involves a primary constriction in the interior region of the vocal tract, or the oral 

cavity, accompanied by a secondary retraction of the tongue towards to the posterior region of the vocal 

tract, or the pharyngeal cavity. This class is referred to as emphatics and it includes four phonemes /t, d, 

s, ð/ which contrast with their non-emphatic counterparts /t, d, s, ð/ (e.g. ti:n ‘figs’ and ti:n ‘mud’). 

Contrary to the rich consonantal inventory of MSA, the vocalic inventory of this variety of Arabic only 

contains three short vowels as shown in Table 2. 

 

 

 

 

b Voiced bilabial stop s Voiceless dental-alveolar  

fricative 

k Voiceless velar plosive 
 

m Voiced bilabial nasal  z Voiced dental-alveolar fricative  x Voiceless uvular 

fricative 

f Voiceless labiodental fricative t Voiceless emphatic  dental-

alveolar plosive  

ɣ Voiced uvular fricative 

j Voiced palatal glide d Voiced emphatic  dental-alveolar 

plosive 

q Voiceless uvular stop 

w Voiced labiovelar glide s Voiceless emphatic  dental-

alveolar fricative 

h Voiceless pharyngeal 

fricative 

θ Voiceless interdental fricative ð Voiced emphatic interdental 

fricative 

c Voiced pharyngeal 

fricative 

ð Voiced interdental fricative r Voiced dental-alveolar tap ʔ Voiceless glottal stop 

t Voiceless dental-alveolar stop l Voiced dental-alveolar lateral h Voiceless glottal 

fricative 

d Voiced dental-alveolar stop ʃ Voiceless postalveolar fricative   

n Voiced dental-alveolar nasal dʒ Voiced postalveolar affricate  
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Table 2.  MSA Short Vowels 

i high front unrounded 

a low central unrounded 

u high back rounded 

Each of these three short vowels has a long counterpart. However, it is argued that even though long 

vowels have phonetic realizations, these vowels are not present on the underlying level of representation. 

Rather, a long vowel is composed of a sequence of a short vowel and a glide in the underlying 

representation. This sequence is changed to a long vowel through application of certain phonological 

processes such as syllabicity assimilation (e.g.  /ij/→ /ii/→ /i:/) and glide deletion (e.g. /uwu/→ /uu/ → 

/u:/). In order to support this argument, many synchronic and diachronic pieces of evidence which 

suggest that this analysis of long vowels is capable of capturing significant generalizations about the 

shape of the basic stems in Arabic and the rules utilized for deriving the modified forms of these stems 

are presented (cf. Brame, 1970; Levy, 1971). In addition to the short and long monophthongs, MSA has 

two diphthongs, namely /aw/ and /aj/ (e.g. nawm ‘sleeping’, bayt ‘house’). As for the permissible 

syllables in MSA, there are only five types which are listed below with illustrative examples: 

 

1.  a. CV (open, light): da-ra-sa ‘he studied’  

     b. CVC (closed, heavy): min ‘from’ 

     c. CVV (open, heavy): qa:-ma: ‘they (dual, masculine) stood up’  

     d. CVVC (closed, super-heavy): na:m ‘he slept’ 

     e. CVCC (closed, super-heavy): bint ‘a girl’ 

1.1. Aims of the Study  

This study attempts to explore the phonological processes that APs undergo during their derivation 

from triconsonantal verbs in MSA within the framework of autosegmental phonology. The AP, also 

known as the noun of agent and the noun of subject, is a nominal derivative of verbs which describes 

the entity that performs the action denoted by the verb from which it is derived (Al-Faxiri, 1996; Abd 

Al-Ghani, 2010; Al-Samurrai, 2013; among others). This nominal derivative belongs to the word class 

of substantives which consists of nouns and adjectives because it takes the same inflectional forms of 

this class, i.e., it is declined for definiteness (ʔalka:tib ‘the writer’, ka:tibun ‘a writer’) gender (e.g. 

za:ʔirun ‘a male visitor’, za:ʔiratun ‘a female visitor’), number (e.g. ba:hiɵ ‘a researcher’, ba:hiɵa:n  

‘two researchers’, and ba:hiɵu:n ‘researchers’) and case (e.g. the active participle form mucallim ‘a 

teacher’ is declined for the nominative, accusative and genitive cases in mucallimun, mucalliman and 

mucallimin, respectively) (Ryding 2005, 102). In terms of syntax, the AP may function as a noun (e.g. 

the AP ta:libun ‘a student’ in the phrase ʔata: ta:libun ‘a student came’), an adjective (e.g. the AP 

ba:ridun ‘cold’ in the phrase hawa:ʔun ba:ridun ‘cold air’), an adverb (e.g. the AP mutaʔxxiratan in the 

phrase badaʔat mutaʔxxiratan ‘she started late’) or a verb substitute (e.g. the AP na:ʔimun in the phrase 

huwa na:ʔimun ‘he is sleeping’) (Holes, 1995).  

To make the examination feasible, one type of APs is chosen, namely the weak APs. Weak APs are 

chosen because they have a glide as one of their radicals. The APs which have glides are “more subject 

to various phonological rules than others, due to the instability of the glides in predictable phonological 

environment” (Mahadin, 1982, p. 211). The analysis of a category of APs that has glides can, thus, 

provide a more in-depth view of the phonological processes that are involved in their formation. Based 

on the position that the glide occupies, weak APs are classified into initially, medially, finally and doubly 
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weak (Wright, 1896). One of the major proposals concerning these weak stems is that, despite having 

irregular surface representations, their underlying representations are parallel to those of their strong 

counterparts. The apparent irregularity of weak stems is ascribed to their susceptibility to various 

phonological rules due to the inherent instability of the glides that constitute at least one of the radicals 

(cf. Brame, 1970 and Mahadin, 1982). 

The APs can be derived from the ten forms of Arabic verbal stems whether the stems are 

triconsonantal or quadriconsonantal, transitive or intransitive, strong or weak (Ryding, 2005; Abd Al-

Ghani, 2010; Alshdaifat, 2014). This study is restricted to examining the derivation of APs from form I 

of the imperfective verb. This form is generally identified as the basic, or non-derived, form of verbs 

which serves as the base of derivation for the other nine forms of verbs. Form I of the imperfective verb 

has the pattern |ja+C1C2{
𝑎
𝑢
𝑖

}C3| (e.g. ja-ktub ‘he writes’) which consists of the third person masculine 

prefix |ja| and a triconsonantal stem that has one stem vowel. In addition to the |ja|, the unmarked prefix 

of the imperfective stem, a number of personal prefixes can attach to the imperfective stem such as |Ɂa|, 

the first person singular prefix and |na|, the first person plural prefix. The |ja| prefix and other prefixes 

and suffixes are not part of the base for deriving forms from the verb, rather only the stem of the verb is 

used as the base of derivation.  

It should be indicated that most of the analyses of the AP derivation considered the stem of the 

perfective verb, rather than that of the imperfective, as the base from which triconsonantal APs are 

derived (e.g. Shahin, 1980; Al-Raagihi, 1984). In contrast to the usual practice among researchers, 

Mahadin (1982), Benmamoun (1999) and Abdo (2008), among others, presented valid arguments for 

employing the imperfective stem as the base of derivation of the AP and the other derived forms in 

Arabic. For instance, Mahadin (1982) argued that the vowel of the perfective stem can be predicated 

form the vowel of imperfective stem, but not vice versa. That is, the stem vowel of the imperfective is 

lexically determined in the sense that it cannot be predicated accurately by general rules and thus native 

speakers are assumed to store the imperfective stems in their mental lexicons along with the rules that 

derive their perfective counterparts. Following these researchers, the use of the imperfective stem, 

instead of its perfective counterpart, as the base from which the APs are derived is tested in the present 

study.  

1.2. Significance of the Study  

The significance of the present piece of research derives from the fact that it employs a relatively 

recent innovation in generative phonological analysis, viz. the autosegmental approach, that no other 

studies have applied to the examination of the phonological processes that APs undergo throughout their 

derivation. That is, despite the fact that many studies analyzed the derivation of APs, none of these 

studies conducted their analyses within an autosegmental framework. The autosegmental approach is 

considered an important approach to phonology because it overcomes various theoretical and empirical 

inadequacies of a dominant theory, viz. generative phonology, in the field of linguistics. It is significant 

to assess the adequacy of this approach in accounting for various phonological processes that take place 

in MSA; especially that some of its aspects are proposed specifically for the analysis of the unique 

characteristics of the Semitic family but are not exhaustively examined on a corpus of one of its main 

members. Premising the analysis on the modifications introduced to the classical analysis of Arabic 

phonology adds further importance to the study (cf. Aniis, 1975; Shahiin, 1980; Abdo, 2010). 

Furthermore, the studies that explore the phonology of Arabic do not generally rely on corpora for their 

analyses, rather these studies provide examples in support of their arguments which might affect the 

comprehensiveness and thoroughness of the analyses. Accordingly, present study aims at bridging a gap 
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in the literature by employing the autosegmental approach of phonology for the analysis of an AP corpus 

which is built from a modern corpus-based dictionary. 

 

2. Method 

2.1. Data Collection 

The first stage of the research involves building a corpus of APs from a well-established Arabic 

dictionary, namely mucdʒam ʔalluɣah ʔalcarabijjah ʔalmuca:sirah ‘Dictionary of Modern Arabic 

Language’. This dictionary (a four-volume work) is compiled by a large group of trained researchers 

lead by Omar in 2008 to cover the majority of words used in modern-day Arabic. One of the main goals 

of the dictionary compilers is avoiding the shortcomings of the pre-existing dictionaries. These 

shortcomings include mixing obsolete and common words in addition to excluding the new ones; 

building on earlier lexicographic work without conducting thorough examinations and failing to provide 

relevant morphological and semantic information (Omar, 2008). The dictionary is compiled from 

various written and auditory sources of MSA such as contemporary newspapers, news and news 

commentary programs, grammar books and dictionaries, children’s stories and prominent publications 

on literature, psychology, law, economy, philosophy, history, arts, environment, technology, education, 

sports, science, etc.  

The data from these sources are assembled in a corpus that contains more than one hundred million 

words. The large corpus is processed and analyzed statistically to include the common words in the 

dictionary and exclude the uncommon ones. The corpus-based monolingual dictionary, viz. mucdʒam 

ʔalluɣah ʔalcarabijjah ʔalmuca:sirah, is meant for the general user of the language and thus it contains 

words of general use that represent various spheres of life. This dictionary provides morphological and 

semantic information on the words it defines as well as plenty of illustrative examples of the contexts in 

which the different senses of these words are used. 

 The 32.300 alphabetized dictionary entries are grouped under 5.778 consonantal roots and are 

dedicated for verbs (10. 475), nouns (21.457) and function words (368). Since the APs are derived from 

verbs, they are listed under verbal entries. The APs that are derived from triconsonantal weak verbs 

(form I) are listed in a corpus. The corpus contains 620 APs which are categorized, in accordance with 

the position of the glide in their stems, into initially, medially, finally and doubly weak APs. These are 

presented in Appendix (A), Appendix (B), Appendix (C), Appendix (D), respectively. It should be noted 

that the APs that have the same form are listed under separate entries in the corpus if they have different 

meanings (e.g. ja:min ‘blessed’ and ja:min ‘turning right’) or if they are derived from different 

imperfective verbs (e.g. the AP wa:biq ‘perished’ can be derived from the stems of the imperfective 

verbs  ja-biq or ja-wbaq). 

2.2. The Approach 

Autosegmental phonology is a non-linear approach to generative phonology proposed for 

overcoming the inadequacies of its linear counterpart. One of the main proposals of this approach is 

splitting the linear phonological representation into several tiers. These tiers consist of groups of 

autosegments and they are ordered independently of each other but are interconnected by means of 

association lines (McCarthy, 1982). The autosegmental structure of representation is originally proposed 

to handle suprasegmental features and thereafter its empirical domain is extended to various 

phonological areas.  
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CV phonology is an autosegmental model designed by Clements and Keyser (1983) to represent the 

internal structure of syllable. This representation is composed of three tiers, i.e. the syllable node, CV 

and segmental tiers. The three-tier hierarchical structure of the syllable /men/ is employed as an 

illustrative example below: 

 

2.       σ 

              C      V        C 

             m      e        n 

An advantage to utilizing distinct tiers for the characterization of the syllable structure is that the 

quantity of a segment can be referred to independently of its quality. In this regard, Spencer (1996) 

maintains that the CV tier is the level at which the quantity of a segment is represented, whereas its 

quality is described at the segmental tier. He refers to these tiers as the timing tier and melody tier, 

respectively. Employing these independent tiers facilitates accounting efficiently for the discrepancies 

between the quantity and quality of segments. To make this possible, a set of association conventions 

are used for connecting elements on these tiers. 

Two of the major association conventions are the no-crossing constraint and the obligatory contour 

principle (OCP). The former prohibits the crossing of association lines and the latter prohibits identical 

adjacent segments at the segmental tier (Goldsmith, 1976). Adhering to these conventions allow 

accounting for cases in which the association between tiers is not formed in a one-to-one fashion. An 

example of a one-to-many association pattern is exemplified by complex segments, while a many-to-

one association between the CV tier and the segmental tier is found in the representation of long 

segments. Instances of the two types of association are presented, respectively in 3:  

 

3. a.        C                                 b.     C        C 

           t          ʃ                                         m 

Providing an accurate account of the internal structure of segments is not the only advantage of CV 

phonology. Another key advantage of this model is that it utilizes a purely phonological unit, viz. the 

syllable, for the statement of phonological rules and phonotactic constrains. Accordingly, various 

phonological rules, such as consonantal deletion and vocalic epenthesis, are found to receive natural and 

simple notations because they are formulated in terms of the syllable notion (cf. Kenstowicz, 1994; 

Spencer, 1996).  

The development of CV phonology involves introducing some modifications to this model. One of 

these modifications is based on considering the distinction between the C and V elements on the CV tier 

redundant and arguing that these elements are to be replaced with empty uniform positions labelled as 

X slots (Levin, 1985). A major impetus for the development of the X-slot model is ascribed to observing 

that C elements can be associated with vowels and V elements can be mapped to consonants. An 

example of this observation is found in the analysis of the frequent phonological process of 

compensatory lengthening. This process involves the lengthening of a segment triggered by the deletion 

an adjacent segment (Clements & Keyser, 1983).  

 

Hayes (1989, pp. 260-261) cites an example from Latin where “the segment /s/ was deleted before 

anterior sonorants.” When the deleted /s/ followed a vowel, the vowel was lengthened in compensation. 

For instance, the deletion of the /s/ in the Latin word kasnus ‘grey’ causes the lengthening of its 

preceding vowel ka:nus. Within autosegmental phonology, the autonomy given for elements that occupy 

different tiers enables providing a straightforward account of the compensatory lengthening process. 
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That is, the deletion of the /s/ takes place only on the segmental tier which leaves its C element, or timing 

slot, empty (ibid, p. 261). The empty timing slot spreads to the vowel that precedes the deleted /s/ 

forming the long vowel /a:/.     

 

Despite that fact that compensatory lengthening lends itself to being analyzed within the 

autosegmental approach, the CV model of this approach faces a challenge in the analysis of this process. 

The challenge is that the empty timing slot was attached to the consonant /s/ and thus it is assumed to 

be specified as [+consonantal]. Spreading an empty C slot to a vowel melody is problematic. To resolve 

this problematic issue, the C and V slots are replaced with X slots unspecified for the feature 

[±consonantal]. An X-slot analysis of the compensatory lengthening of the /a/ sound in the Latin word 

ka:nus is adopted from Hayes (1989, p. 261) and used as an illustrative example below: 

4.         σ               σ                  σ             σ                  σ             σ 

    X     X   X  X   X   X →X    X  X  X  X    X→ X   X  X  X  X    X 

     k      a    s   n    u    s      k     a        n   u     s      k    a        n   u     s 

 

3. Results and Discussion 

In line with Al-Faxiri (1996), Abd Al-Ghani (2010), Al-Samurrai (2013), among others, the analysis 

of the current AP corpus reveals that all the 620 instances of the APs which are derived from weak 

imperfective verbs (form I) are on the pattern |C1a:C2iC3|. Accordingly, the present analysis of the 

derivation of the APs is restricted to the pattern |C1a:C2iC3|. Table 3 below presents the frequencies of 

the initially, medially, finally and doubly weak APs that are analyzed in this study.  

 

Table 3. The Frequencies of the Four Types of APs 

APs of the pattern 

|C1a:C2iC3|        

 Initially-

weak APs  

Medially-weak  

APs 

Finally-weak  

APs 

Doubly-weak 

APs 

Total 

Frequencies       99 264 230 27 620 

Percentages  16% 42.6% 37% 4.4% 100% 

 

As can be shown in Table 3, the most frequent AP type is the medially-weak which constitutes 42.6% 

of the AP corpus. It is followed by the finally-weak type which accounts for 37% then the initially-weak 

type which accounts for 16% and finally the doubly-weak type which accounts for 4.4%. The following 

sections attempt to analyze these four types of APs starting with the imperfective stems from which they 

are derived.   

3.1. Initially-Weak Aps 

3.1.1. The Imperfective Stems of Initially-Weak APs 

 

Form I of initially-weak imperfective stems from which APs on the pattern |C1a:C2iC3| are derived 

have the underlying representation |GC2VC3|. The first radical in these stems, i.e. the glide, can be a /w/ 

or a /j/. Mahadin (1982) argued that the majority of initially-weak imperfective stems begin with a /w/ 

and a very few of them begin with a /j/. According to him, the initially-weak imperfective stems that 

begin with the /w/ have the following surface representations: 
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5.     a. |C2iC3| (e.g. ja-sil ‘he arrives’) 

b. |wC2uC3| (‘e.g. ja-wfur ‘it is abundant’) 

c. |wC2aC3| (e.g. ja-wdʒal ‘he is scared’) 

d. |C2aC3| (e.g. ja-dac ‘he puts’) 

 

As can be noted, the /w/ is deleted in the imperfective stems which are shown in (a) and (d). Mahadin 

(1982) and Brame (1970) argued that the glide /w/ is deleted when the stem vowel is /i/ and it remains 

when the stem vowels are /u/ or /a/. The w-deletion rule is stated as follows: 

6.  w →∅/ Ca#--C2iC3]  [+B-verbs]  (# = morpheme boundary, +B = basic)  
                [personal prefix] 

 

The w-deletion rule stipulates that the /w/ is deleted when it is preceded by a personal prefix, in this 

case the third person masculine prefix ‘ja’ and followed by a |C2iC3| sequence. The rule only applies to 

basic, i.e. non-derived or form I, verbs when their stem vowel is /i/. Mahadin (1982) and Brame (1970) 

argued that the deletion of the glide /w/ in some of the imperfective stems that have the stem vowel /a/ 

does not contradict the w-deletion rule. This is attributed to the assumption that the stem vowel of the 

imperfective forms that are exemplified in (d) is originally /i/ but it becomes /a/ through the application 

of the laryngeal-assimilation rule.  

This rule requires changing the vowel /i/ into /a/ in non-derived imperfective stems when it is adjacent 

to a laryngeal, where laryngeal includes “those sounds produced in the area extending from the larynx 

to the upper regions of the pharynx” (Brame, 1970, p. 159). As can be noted from the definition, the 

term laryngeal encompasses not only the laryngeals but also the pharyngeal and uvular sounds. 

Accordingly, the laryngeal assimilation rule, as stated in 7 below, is assumed to apply to these three 

categories of sounds which are subsumed under the guttural category in the present analysis and it is 

consistent with the lowering effect this category of sounds has on adjacent vowels (cf. McCarthy, 1994).  

 

7. i →a   ––L       + imperfect  

                   L––         - derived 

 

   The w-deletion and the laryngeal assimilation rules apply in an ordered sequence to the imperfective 

stems that are exemplified in (d). The former rule deletes the /w/ from imperfective verbs of the pattern 

|ja-wCiL| or |ja-wLiC | (e.g. ja-wdic → ja-dic ‘he puts’) because they meet the deletion conditions. After 

the deletion of the /w/, the latter rule applies to |ja-CiL | or |ja-LiC | and changes the stem vowel /i/ to /a/ 

because it is adjacent to a laryngeal (e.g.  ja-dic → ja-dac). As for the non-derived imperfective stems 

which begin with the glide /j/, they are always on the pattern |ja-jCVC| which indicates that the glide /j/ 

is not subjected to the deletion rule which affects its counterpart, i.e. the /w/ (e.g. ja-jʔas ‘he loses hope’) 

(Mahadin, 1982).  

One can conclude from the analysis of form I of the imperfective stems from which initially-weak 

APs are derived that all of them share the underlying pattern |GC2VC3| and that the deletion of the glide 

in some of their surface representations is ascribed to the application of certain phonological processes. 

Accordingly, all of the initially-weak APs in the present analysis are assumed to be derived from bases 

on the pattern |GC2VC3|.      

3.1.2. The Derivation of Initially-Weak APs from their Imperfective Stems 

In the analyses of the derivation of APs from initially-weak verbs, there is a general agreement that 

they are derived in much the same way as those of strong verbs (Al-Raagihi, 1984; Ryding, 2005; Abd 
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Al-Ghani, 2010; Al-Samurrai, 2013). The regularity of the derivation of form I APs from initially-weak 

verbs implies that all the radicals in the underlying representation of the verbal stem, i.e. the source of 

derivation, are retained in the AP form, i.e. the target of derivation.  

Within the analyses that adopted the insights of classical Arabic grammarians, the derivation of the 

AP (form I) from initially-weak verbs, akin to its derivation from strong verbs, merely involves placing 

the perfective verb (form I) on the pattern |C1a:C2iC3| (e.g. the perfective verb wadʒad ‘he found’ is 

placed on this pattern to derive its AP form wa:dʒid ‘a finder’). A more intricate analysis of this 

derivation process is carried out by Brame (1970) who argued, on the basis of the hypothesis that there 

are no long vowels in the underlying level of representation in Arabic, that the long vowel /a:/ does not 

exist in the underlying representation of the pattern |C1a:C2iC3|, rather it only appears in its surface 

representation. He maintained that the derivation of APs on the pattern |C1a:C2iC3| entails the infixation 

of /wa/ into the perfective stem.  

The infixation of /wa/ to the perfective stem produces the form |CawaC2iC3| (e.g. wadʒad ‘he found’ 

wawadʒid). The /w/ in the form |CawaC2iC3| occurs in intervocalic position which triggers its deletion 

by the application of the glide elision rule (wawadʒid→ waadʒid). Afterwards, the two adjacent /a/ 

vowels in |CaaC2iC3| are combined into a single long vowel through the application of a lengthening 

rule (waadʒid→ wa:dʒid). The /wa/-infixation, the glide elision and the lengthening rules are, 

respectively, stated in 8 below: 

8.    a- wa [CVX→ [CVwaX 

       b- G→∅/Vi__Vj,  if j=[+low], i=[+low] 

        c- Vi Vi → Vi: 

Brame (1970) asserted that the infixation of /wa/ in the course of the derivation of APs (form I) is 

plausible because the derivation of all the forms of the participles, whether they are active or passive, 

requires attaching a prefix to the verbal stem. The underlying representation of the participle prefix is 

/ma/ which is turned into /mu/ in the derived forms, i.e. forms other than form I, of the participles and 

turned into /wa/ when used as an infix. The rules that stipulate alternating /ma/ into /mu/ or /wa/ are 

given below: 

9.     a- ma→ mu/ [+derived] 

        b- ma [CVX→ CVmaX→ CVwaX 

Brame (1970) proposed that the glide /w/ is part of APs (form I) affix because it surfaces in some of 

the forms to which the affix is added. This proposal is considered plausible by Mahadin (1982) who 

established that the affixes which are added to modify the meaning of the basic stem should have the 

shape of the syllable, i.e. |CV|, and not of a single segment.  

Changing the affix /wa/ to the long vowel /a:/ can be accounted for straightforwardly if the 

imperfective stem is employed as the base of derivation. That is, the imperfective stems have underlying 

representations of the shape |C1C2VC3| in which there is no vowel between their first and second 

consonants. As mentioned in Section 1, the syllables that begin with a cluster of two consonants are not 

permissible in MSA. For this reason, the imperfective stem can never surface without a personal prefix 

of the shape |CV|. The addition of a |CV| prefix to the imperfective stem results in the re-syllabification 

of the stem by placing its first consonant in the coda position of the first syllable and its second consonant 

in the onset position of the second syllable. The resultant sequence, i.e.  |CVC1-C2VC3|, is composed of 

two permissible syllables and thus it can appear as a surface representation (e.g. jak-tub ‘he writes’).    

Infixing the /wa/, or any affix with a |CV| shape, to an imperfective stem to derive to its AP form 

causes the creation of a cluster of two consonants in the onset position of the syllable |C1waC2VC3|. This 

triggers the application of a deletion rule which deletes the /w/ and the lengthens its adjacent vowel in 
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compensation (cf. Section 2.2). In the adopted model of autosegmental phonology, the representation of 

the deletion and the compensatory lengthening, as depicted in 10, involves deleting the /w/ melody from 

the segmental tier and spreading its empty X-slot to its following vowel. 

 

10.             σ                                          

            

           X    X    X                                 

                  = 

           C    w      a      

In addition to the insertion of the /wa/ infix between the first and second consonant, another 

modification to the imperfective stem to derive its AP form is changing the stem vowel, which might be 

an /a/, /u/ or /i/, to /i/ (C1C2{
𝐚
𝐮
𝐢

}C3→ C1C2iC3). This requires the application of an ablaut rule, i.e. a rule 

that involves systematic alterations in the stem vowel to indicate modifications of meaning or 

inflectional information, which changes the features of the stem vowel to [+high] and [-rounded]. As 

can be noted, the application of the compensatory lengthening and the ablaut rules need not to be ordered 

because neither of these rules affects the other.     

The derivation of the 99 initially-weak APs in the analyzed corpus, as shown in Appendix (A), from 

their imperfective stems show no deviation from the general pattern. For instance, the derivation the AP 

form wa:cið ‘a preacher’ from wcið, i.e. the underlying representation of the stem of the imperfective 

verb ja- cið ‘he preaches’, involves infixing the /wa/ between the /w/ and /c/, i.e. its first and second 

consonants, respectively. Afterwards, the /wa/ is changed to /a:/ through the application of the 

compensatory lengthening process. As for the ablaut rule that changes the stem vowel to /i/, there is no 

need for its application because the stem vowel of the verb ja- cið is already /i/. The derivation of wa:cið 

from its imperfective stem is shown in 11 below: 

 

11.            σ                                                        σ  σ            

       X    X  X  X         /wa/ infixation        X  X X     X  X   X       Deletion of the /w/ 

                                                                                                     Compensatory 

lengthening 

       w    c    i    ð                                         w  w  a      c    i    ð   

            σ  σ                                                                   σ    σ 

    

   X   X X  X X   X   Surface representation        X  X   X  X  X  X          

                     = 

   w   w  a   c   i    ð                                               w         a   c   i    ð 
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3.2. Medially-Weak APs 

3.2.1. The Imperfective Stems of Initially-Weak APs 

The surface representations of medially-weak imperfective stems are on the pattern |C1V:C3|. This 

pattern is composed of two consonants and a long vowel and hence these stems are apparently 

biconsonantal. Based on the hypotheses that there are no long vowels in MSA underlying representations 

and that weak stems have the same structures as those of the strong stems, the medially-weak 

imperfective stems have underlyingly a pattern that resembles their strong counterparts, i.e.| C1C2VC3|. 

The second consonant of these stems is generally assumed to be a glide that surfaces as a vowel due to 

its susceptibility to various phonological process (cf. Brame, 1970; Levy, 1971). Even though the glide 

does not exist in form I of the imperfective verb, it exists in the derived forms of the verb (e.g. ja-xa:f 

‘he fears’ (form I) and ju-xawwif ‘he causes someone to fear’ (form II)). Accordingly, all the medially-

weak imperfective stems have the underlying shape |C1GVC3| which surfaces as |C1V:C3| through the 

application of certain phonological processes.  

 Brame (1970) accounted for the surface representation of medially-weak imperfective stems by 

proposing a glide metathesis rule which applies to the sequence CGVC and metathesizes the glide and 

the stem vowel (e.g. ja-cwud → ja- cuwd). After the application of this rule, an assimilation rule applies 

to the sequence CVGC and assimilates the glide to its following vowel (e.g. ja- cuwd → ja- cuud). 

Finally, the two short identical vowels in the resultant sequence CViViC are combined into a single long 

vowel by the application of a vowel lengthening rule (ja- cuud → ja- cu:d). The glide metathesis, 

assimilation and lengthening rules are, respectively, stated in 12. 

 

12.   a. CGVC→ CVGC  

        b. CVGC→ CViViC 

        c. ViVi→ Vi: 

Mahadin (1982) regarded Brame’s (1970) analysis as being partially incorrect because of its inability 

to account for the |aG| sequence. This is ascribed to the permissibility and as such the general stability 

of the |aG| sequence, as opposed to the |uG| and |iG| sequences, in Arabic. This can be manifested in the 

facts that the only two diphthongs in Arabic have the |aG| shape, i.e. /aj/ and /aw/, and that the |aG| 

sequence does not undergo Brame’s (1970) assimilation rule in finally-weak verbs (e.g. ramayna ‘we 

threw’) and in the verbal nouns with the shape |CVGC| (e.g. the /aj/ and /aw/ sequences are stable in the 

verbal nouns xawf ‘fear’ and bajc ‘selling’).    

 Mahadin (1982) proposed another rule to account for the surface representation of medially-weak 

verbs in Arabic. This rule, as shown in 13, applies to the sequence |CGV| when it is preceded by a 

morpheme boundary (#), such as the morpheme boundary of the personal prefix /ja/ in ja#cwud ‘he 

comes back’, and causes the assimilation of the glide to its following vowel which results in the sequence 

|CViVi|. The assimilation rule is followed by the vowel lengthening rule which is stated in 12 (c).  

13. #CGVi→ CViVi  (# designates morpheme boundary) 

As can be noticed, this assimilation rule only applies to the |CGV| and not to metathesized |CVG| and 

this prevents its application to the stable |aG| sequence. Moreover, Mahadin (1982, 255) maintained that 

specifying the conditioning environment of the rule prevents it from applying to the finally-weak verbs 

and verbal nouns in that the two of them are not preceded by morpheme boundary. He further asserted 

that this assimilation rule also applies to various forms of nouns such as the nouns of place ma#tyar and 

ma#qwam which surface as ma#ta:r ‘airport’ and ma#qa:m ‘site’, respectively (ibid, 256). 
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The rule that is proposed by Mahadin (1982) accounts for cases where the glide assimilates to its 

cognate vowels, i.e. the assimilation of the /w/ and /j/ to the /u/ and /i/, respectively, but it faces problems 

in accounting for the assimilation of the glide to its non-cognate vowel, e.g. the assimilation of the /w/ 

to the /a/. This is ascribed the general assumption that the source and the target of assimilation processes 

should be phonetically similar (cf. Kenstowicz, 1994; Spencer, 1996). A straightforward analysis of the 

surface forms of medially-weak stems can be provided if the X-slot model of autosegmental phonology 

is adopted. That is, the glide in the sequence |#CGVi| undergoes a glide elision process, instead of the 

glide assimilation process, and its adjacent vowel is lengthened in compensation. The statement of this 

process in the X-slot model of phonology is depicted in 14. 

14.                   X                   X      X         

                                              Ø                 __ 

                                     G                  #C       V 

3.2.2. The Derivation of Medially-Weak APs from their Imperfective Stems 

In contrast to the derivation of the |C1a:C2iC3| pattern from initially-weak verbs which resembles its 

derivation from strong verbs, this pattern shows some modifications when it is derived from medially-

weak verbs. Traditional Arab linguists, such as Ibin Jinni, 1954; Sibawayh, 1982 and Ibin Asfor, 1987, 

and the researchers who followed their leads, such as Al-Raagihi, 1984; Al-Faxiri, 1996; Abd Al-Ghani, 

2010 and Al-Samurrai, 2013, argued that the medially-weak perfective verbs from which the APs are 

assumed to be derived generally have the letter Ɂalif, which corresponds to the long vowel /a:/, as their 

second radical (e.g. ba:c ‘he sold’). The Ɂalif is substituted with the glottal stop /Ɂ/ when these verbs are 

placed on the pattern |C1a:C2C3| to derive their AP forms (e.g. the Ɂalif of the verb ba:c ‘he sold’ is 

realized as /Ɂ/ when it is placed on the pattern |C1a:C2C3| to derive the AP ba:Ɂic  ‘a seller’).  

Brame (1970) contended that the APs (form I) are expected to retain the three consonants, or radicals, 

of their medially-weak perfective bases. However, one of these radical, i.e. the second one which is 

originally a glide, is substituted with a glottal stop in the surface representation of these APs (e.g. the 

APs sa:wid and za:jid  surface as sa:Ɂid ‘prevailing’ za:Ɂid ‘increasing’ by inserting a glottal stop in the 

place of their medial glides). To account for this alternation, he proposed a rule that changes a glide to 

a glottal stop when it is preceded by /a:/ and followed by a short vowel and called it the glottal formation 

rule. The glottal formation rule is also observed to apply to a broken plural form of nouns (e.g. the plural 

form of dari:batun ‘a tax’ surfaces as dara:Ɂibun ‘taxes’ instead of dara:jibun due to changing the /j/ 

which occurs between /a:/ and a short vowel into the /Ɂ/) . This rule is given in 15. 

15. G → Ɂ / a:_V 

Abdo (2010) assumed that the glottal stop /Ɂ/ is infixed after the first stem vowel in these AP forms 

(e.g. qawil→ qaɁwil). Subsequently, a glide metathesis rule switches the position of the infixed /Ɂ/ and 

its following glide (qaɁwil→ qawɁil). The glide metathesis is followed by an assimilation rule that 

assimilates the glide to its preceding vowel (qawɁil→ qaaɁil). Finally, a vowel lengthening rule 

combines the two identical adjacent vowels into a single long one (qaaɁil→ qa:Ɂil ‘a teller’). 

 A problematic issue in these analyses is that the /a:Gi/ sequence in medially-weak APs surfaces in 

other nominal and verbal forms without undergoing any phonological processes. Examples of these 

forms are presented in 16. 

16.    a.  ju-qa:wim ‘he resists’ (imperfective verb) 

            b. qa:jid ‘trade’ (imperative verb) 

            c. mu-qa:wil ‘a contractor’ (active participle) 
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Even though the alternation between glides and the glottal stop is stated as a general rule, the 

examples of this alternation are only drawn from two forms (cf. Ibin Jinni, 1954; Brame, 1970; 

Sibawayh, 1982; Ibin Asfor, 1987; Al-Nuri, 2007). The first is the AP (form I) and second is the broken 

plural form on the pattern |C1aC2a:C3iC4|. One can argue, in line with Brame (1970), that the infixed /a:/ 

in these two forms is underlyingly /wa/. Based on this argument, the underlying pattern of the medially-

weak APs and the broken plural form are |CwaGiC| and |C1aC2waGiC4|, respectively.  

In both of these patterns, the glide occurs between two short vowels and this triggers its deletion by 

the glide elision rule which is stated 8 (b). The deletion of the glide results in making its syllable 

onsetless. Because onsetless syllables are not allowed in MSA, a prosthetic glottal stop is inserted to 

function as the onset of the onsetless syllable (cf. Abu Salim, 1988; Żygis, 2010). The representation of 

the derivation of medially-weak APs from their imperfective stems in the X-slot model of autosegmental 

phonology is exemplified by the AP qa:ʔim ‘standing’ which is shown in 17. 

 

17.   a.       σ                                                                                  σ            σ   

                         

                                   Infixing /wa/                                     

        X  X    X    X      Alternating the stem vowel into /i/       X       X    X   X     X    X 

 

        q     w     u     m                                                                    q         w    a    w      i    m                                   

Glide elision           σ          σ            /ʔ/ insertion          σ                 σ  

                                                                                      

                     

                     X   X  X   X   X  X                       X      X   X   X      X    X  

                                      = 

                     q    w  a    w    i   m                       q       w   a     ʔ       i      m  

Deletion of the /w/      σ             σ        Surface                     σ                 σ  

Compensatory                                      representation   

lengthening  

                          X    X  X  X   X   X                          X   X   X     X  X  X 

                                 =                          

                          q     w   a   ʔ    i    m                          q          a      ʔ    i   m      

As can be shown in 17, the underling representation of the stem of the imperfective verb ja-qu:m ‘he 

stands up’ is qwum. The derivation of its AP form requires inserting the infix /wa/ between its first and 

second consonants and alternating its stem vowel into /i/. The second /w/ in the resultant sequence, i.e. 

qwawim, occurs between the two short vowels /a/ and /i/ and thus it is subjected to the glide elision rule. 

The deletion of /w/ causes the production of an onsetless syllable which triggers the application of a 
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glottal epenthesis process. Finally, the /w/ in the sequence qwaʔim is deleted to avoid violating the 

constrain on complex onsets in MSA syllable structure and its empty X-slot spreads to its following 

vowel which yields the surface representation qa:ʔim ‘standing’.  

The 264 medially-weak APs, as presented in Appendix (B), that are analyzed in the current study are 

found to be regularly derived following this pattern except for six, which are shown in Table 4. It should 

be noted that these six AP forms are listed in the current corpus in the pattern |Ca:ʔin| instead of |Ca:ʔi:| 

because the nominative or genitive case markers and the indefinite suffix /n/ are attached to the forms 

that end with a long vowel in the dictionary from which the current corpus is built (see Section 3.3.2).  

Table 4. Medially-Weak APs which Deviate from the Derivational Pattern 

Dictionary entry 

number 

Consonantal root Imperfective verb Gloss Active participle 

804 b w ʔ ja-bu:ʔ to deserve ba:ʔin 

3151 d w ʔ ja-du:ʔ to be lightened up da:ʔin 

3902 f j ʔ ja-fi:ʔ to return fa:ʔin 

4148 q j ʔ ja-qi:ʔ to vomit qa:ʔin 

5265 n w ʔ ja-nu:ʔ to burden na:ʔin 

5492 h j ʔ ja-ha:ʔ to look good ha:ʔin 

 

As can be observed from Table 4, the imperfective verbs of these APs end with a glottal stop. The 

insertion of a glottal stop in the course of deriving their AP forms results in the sequence |Ca:ʔiʔ| which 

has a glottal stop as its second and third radicals. The sequence |Ca:ʔiʔ| surfaces as |Ca:ʔi:|. The surface 

representation of this sequence is consistent with Sibawayh (1982) who argued that adjacent glottal 

stops are not allowed in SA. In the current model of analysis, one can simply postulate that the second 

/ʔ/ is deleted in accordance with the OCP and its preceding vowel is lengthened in compensation, as 

depicted in  

 

18.         σ 

           

          X X  X  

                    = 

          ʔ   i    ʔ 

Accounting for the alternation of the /ɁiɁ/ sequence into /Ɂi:/ is only possible in the X-slot model of 

autosegmental phonology. This is ascribed to the observation that the /Ɂ/ is not phonetically similar to 

the /i/ and thus it cannot assimilate to it which leaves its deletion as the only option for avoiding the 

adjacency of glottal stops. The deletion of a segment in the standard approach of phonology entails 

eliminating both its quantity and quality. On the other hand, the deletion of a segment within 

autosegmental phonology only takes place on the segmental tier, which represents the quality of 

segments, which leaves its quantity, represented in the CV tier or X-tier, intact and capable of spreading 

to its adjacent segment.  

Moreover, utilizing the X-slot model of autosegmental phonology instead of the CV model of this 

approach for the representation of this instance of compensatory lengthening is attributed to the fact that 

the quantity, or timing, slots in the former model are not specified for the feature [±consonantal]. This 

enables accounting for the compensatory lengthening cases which are triggered by the deletion of a 

consonant and the lengthening of its adjacent vowel in compensation (see Section 2.2).  
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3.3. Finally-Weak Aps 

3.3.1. The Imperfective Stems of Finally-Weak APs 

The surface representations of finally-weak verbs are on the pattern |C1C2V:|. The long vowel in the 

pattern |C1C2V:| appears as /u:/ (e.g. ja-ndʒu: ‘he survives’), /i:/ (e.g. ja-bri: ‘he sharpens’), /a:/ (e.g. 

jarqa: ‘he advances’), or alternative /a:/ and /i:/ (ja-ɣθa: and ja-ɣθi: ‘he talks a lot’). Proposing that the 

underling representation of finally-weak imperfective verbs, as well as the other weak imperfective 

verbs, is identical to those of their strong counterparts, requires identifying the phonological processes 

that change their underling representation, i.e. |ja- C1C2VG|, to their surface representation, i.e. |ja- 

C1C2u:|. In this regard, Mahadin (1982) observed that most of the changes to the underling 

representations of finally-weak verbs are triggered by the interaction between their stems and the 

suffixes that are attached to them. He maintained that the third radical of finally-weak verbs, i.e. the 

glide, is regularly deleted when these verbs inflect for their indicative case. The deletion is caused by 

the glide elision rule, as stated in 8 (b), which takes place when a glide occurs between two vowels 

VGV, except for when the first vowel is high and the second is low, i.e. uGa and iGa. 

 For instance, the addition of the indicative case suffix /u/ to the imperfective verb ja-dcuw ‘he invites’ 

causes the occurrence of the glide /w/ between two high vowels, i.e. |uGu|, which triggers its deletion 

by the glide elision rule. Subsequently, the two identical short vowels become one long vowel by the 

application of the vowel lengthening rule which is stated in 12 (c). The application of these phonological 

processes changes the underlying representations of the imperfective verb ja-dcuw to its surface 

representation, i.e. ja-dcu: ‘he invites, indicative case’.  

On the other hand, the addition of the subjunctive case suffix /a/ to ja-dcuw places the glide /w/ 

between the high vowel /u/ and the low vowel /a/. The sequence |uGa| does not undergo the glide elision 

rule and thus this imperfective verb surfaces as ja-dcuwa ‘he invites, subjunctive case’. The addition of 

the subjunctive case suffix does not always result in retaining the glide of finally-weak verbs. For 

example, inflecting the imperfective verb ja-lqaj ‘he encounters’ for the subjunctive case results in the 

sequence ja-lqaj-a. Because the glide /j/ in this sequence occurs between two short low vowels, it 

undergoes the glide elision rule. After application the glide elision, the two adjacent /a/ vowels are 

combined into the long vowel /a:/ which results in the surface representation ja-lqa: ‘he meets, 

subjunctive case’. 

 As for the imperfective verbs that have non-identical stem and case vowels, a vowel assimilation 

rule is to be posited between the glide deletion rule and the lengthening rule to enable their derivation. 

This can be demonstrated by inflecting the imperfective verb ja-rmiy ‘he throws’ for the indicative case 

which produces ja-rmiy-u. The application of the glide elision rule to this sequence leads to the existence 

of the two adjacent vowels /iu/. Apparently, these two vowels are not identical and hence they cannot 

be contracted into a single long vowel. The /iu/ vowel cluster is not allowed because two vowels cannot 

occupy the same nucleus position and if each of these vowels is assumed to constitute its own syllable, 

then the second syllable becomes onsetless which is not allowed in Arabic. According to Mahadin (1982, 

234), the /iu/ cluster undergoes a vowel assimilation rule in which the second member of the cluster 

assimilates to the first member. The resultant sequence, i.e. /ii/, undergoes the vowel lengthening rule 

and the targeted imperfective verb surfaces as ja-rmi: ‘he throws, indicative case’.  

3.3.2. The Derivation of Finally-Weak APs from their Imperfective Stems 

All what is mentioned about finally-weak APs in the traditional analyses of their derivation is that 

their third radical, i.e. the glide, when their indefinite forms are inflected for the nominative and genitive 

cases (e.g. ra:min ‘a thrower, nominative/genitive case’) and its retained when they are inflected for the 

accusative case (e.g. ra:mijan ‘a thrower, accusative case) (Al-Faxiri, 1996; Abd Al-Ghani, 2010; Al-

Samurrai, 2013; among others). These analyses tend to consider the indefinite form which is declined 
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for the nominative/genitive case and has the surface pattern |C1a:C2in| as the unmarked form of finally-

weak APs. Similarly, mucdʒam ʔalluɣah ʔalcarabijjah ʔalmuca:sirah, i.e. the dictionary from which the 

current corpus is compiled, uses this form as the citation form of finally-weak APs as opposed to the 

initially and medially weak APs which are listed in it in their uninflected, i.e. pausal, forms. 

 The deletion of the glide in these forms was observed by Brame (1970) who found that declining 

the indefinite form of finally-weak APs for the nominative or genitive case results in causing their final 

glide to be in a position that meets the conditions of the glide elision rule. For instance, attaching the 

genitive case suffix to the AP da:ciw yields da:ciw-i. The /w/ of this AP occurs between two short /i/ 

vowels and this prompts its deletion by the glide elision rule. The identical contiguous vowels in the 

resultant form, i.e. da:cii, are turned into the long vowel /i:/ due to the application of the vowel 

lengthening rule. Attaching the indefiniteness suffix /n/ to the surface form da:ci: derives the form da:ci:-

n ‘a caller’. This form undergoes a vowel shortening rule which shortens long vowels when they are 

followed by one consonant which occurs in the final position of the word. This rule, as presented in 19, 

causes the form da:ci:-n to surface as da:cin ‘a caller’. 

19. V: → V/ ___Cᴪ (ᴪ designates the word boundary) 

The declination of this AP for the nominative case results in the same representation, i.e. da:cin, but 

requires the application of the vowel assimilation rule after the glide elision (da:cij-un→ da:ci-un→ 

da:ciin). The removal of the indefiniteness suffix /n/ from da:cin changes it to da:ci: ‘caller’ due to its 

failure to meet the conditioning environment for the vowel shortening rule. Finally, similar to its 

imperfective base, the declension of this AP for the accusative case results in retaining its final glide 

(da:cijan ‘a caller, accusative case’).  

It should be indicated that the derivation of the uninflected forms of finally-weak APs is generally 

neglected in the literature since the changes to the underlying representation of these APs are, similar to 

their verbal bases, assumed to be stimulated by the interaction between their stems and the suffixes that 

are attached to them. The analysis of the derivation of the uninflected forms of finally-weak APs requires 

taking a closer look at their underlying representation. The underlying representation of these APs, in 

the current analysis, is |C1waC2iG| which results from inserting the infix /wa/ between the first and 

second consonants of the underlying representation of their imperfective stems, which are on the pattern 

|C1C2VG|, and alternating their stem vowels into /i/. The glide in the pattern |C1waC2iG| might be a /j/ 

or a /w/ and thus the /iG/ sequences are realized as /ij/ or /iw/.  

These two vowel/glide sequences are not permissible diphthongs in MSA and thus they are not 

allowed to occur in the same syllable. The /ij/ sequence is regularly changed to /ii/ through the 

application of the glide, or syllabicity, assimilation process which involves the assimilation of glides to 

their cognate vowels when they are preceded by these vowels (cf. Brame, 1970; Abushunar & Mahadin 

2017; among others). The glide assimilation rule, as stated in 20 (a), alternates the sequences /ij/ and 

/uw/ into /ii/ and /uu/, respectively, when these sequences occur at the end of the word or when are 

followed by consonants. This rule is argued to be a natural rule that reflects the facts that Arabic does 

not have the /ij/ and /uw/ diphthongs and that the diphthongs that it has, i.e. /aj/ and /aw/, are not affected 

by this rule because the /a/ vowel does not have a cognate glide which assimilates to it. The application 

of this rule to the /ij/ to change it to /i:/ in the X-slot model is depicted in 20 (b).  
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20.  a.  {
j

w
}→{

i
u 

   /   
i
u

} ___ {
C
ᴪ

} 

           b.  σ                                               σ      

                X    X   Glide assimilation     X       X 

          i      j                                            i     

  Because the stem vowel of the pattern |C1waC2iG| is /i/, the surface representation of the finally-

weak APs that have the glide /j/ as its last radical can be straightforwardly accounted for by the 

application of the glide assimilation rule. For instance, the application of this rule to rwamij, i.e. the 

underlying representation of the AP ra:mi: ‘thrower’, causes the assimilation of the /j/ to its cognate 

vowel /i/ and this yields rwamii. This sequence undergoes the vowel lengthening rule and surfaces as 

ra:mi: ‘thrower’. As opposed to the surface representation of the finally-weak APs that end with the /j/, 

accounting for the surface representation of those that end with the /w/ cannot be done through the glide 

assimilation rule. This is ascribed to the fact the /w/ cannot assimilate to the /i/ in the sequence /iw/ 

because it is not its cognate vowel.  

Since the assimilation rule cannot apply to the sequence /iw/ because its two members are 

phonetically dissimilar and the deletion of the first member of the sequence, i.e. the /i/, is not possible 

because it constitutes the nucleus of the syllable, resolving the problem of the impermissible sequencing 

of the /i/ and /w/ needs to target the second member which can be done in two ways. The first way is 

applying a rule proposed by Brame (1970) which changes the /w/ into /j/ when it is preceded by /i/ and 

applying the glide assimilation rule to the resultant sequence, i.e. /ij/. The other way, which is simpler 

and more economic, is deleting the /w/ and lengthening its adjacent vowel, i.e. the /i/, in compensation 

which yields /i:/. This can be exemplified in the alternation of the underlying representation dwaciw to 

its surface representation da:ci: ‘caller’ which involves, in addition to changing the infix /wa/ into /a:/, 

the deletion of the /w/ and the lengthening of the /i/ in compensation as presented in 21. 

21.         σ                                                           σ 

         

                      X     X    Compensatory lengthening       X       X 

                        = 

            i      w                                                          i 

As shown in 20 (b) and in 21, glide assimilation and compensatory lengthening rules produce similar 

surface representations in the X-slot model of phonology. However, the latter rule is considered more 

general because in addition to accounting for the alternations of /ij/ and /uw/ into /i:/ and /u:/, 

respectively, it also straightforwardly accounts for the alternations of /iw/ and /uj/ into /i:/ and /u:/, 

respectively. One can add that the latter rule is mainly employed in the standard approach of phonology 

due its inability to account for compensatory lengthening processes. Therefore, the compensatory 

lengthening rule is going to be used instead of the glide assimilation to account for changing impressible 

diphthongs to long vowels in MSA. On the grounds that compensatory lengthening follows elision rules, 

the conditioning environment for the glide elision in the impressible diphthongs needs to be specified. 

Since the permissible diphthongs in MSA are composed of the low vowel /a/ and a glide and the 

impermissible ones are composed of a high vowel, i.e. /u/ or /i/, and a glide, the glide elision in the latter 
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diphthongs occurs when the glide is preceded by a high vowel. Re-stating the glide assimilation rule 

which is given in 20 (b) as an instance of glide elision is shown in 22. 

22.  G → Ø/   V____  {
C
ᴪ

} 

                              [high] 

The conditioning environments for the all the three instances of glide elision that have been discussed 

so far, as stated in 8 (b), 14 and 22, are combined into one rule to form a general account of glide elision 

in MSA. The statement of this rule in the X-slot model of phonology is shown in 23. 

23.     X                X           X         X [if Vj=[+low], Vi=[+low]] 

         Vi        Vj 

                                          X         V   

        

                                      #  C         V   

          G               Ø                        

                              X          C  

                              V           ᴪ       

                           [high]   

The surface representations of the 230 finally-weak APs which are listed in Appendix (C) are all of 

the pattern |C1a:C2in|. The representation of the derivation of these forms from their imperfective stems 

in the X-slot model of autosegmental phonology, ignoring the alternations of the infix /wa/ into /a:/ and 

of the stem vowel into /i/, is exemplified in ra:min ‘a thrower, genitive case’ as depicted in 24.  

24.      σ               σ             σ                                                 σ                  σ                  σ        

       X  X  X     X    X     X    X  X     Glide elision          X X  X         X      X        X   X   X 

                                                                                                                                   = 

       r      a        m     i       j      i    n                                    r       a           m      i          j    i     n  

 

                                                     σ              σ                                                 σ             σ 

 

 Re-syllabification                  X   X  X   X  XX X X  Vowel shortening     X  X X  X X X X X  

                                                                                                                                              = 

                                                                                                                                               

                                    r         a    m       i     n                                     r       a    m    i       n                        

                                     σ                σ 

Surface representation         X X X      X  X X X X  

                                  r      a       m  i           n 
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Two points should be indicated regarding the derivation process in 24. The first is that if the empty 

X-slot, or timing slot, is not filled by the insertion of a segment like in 17 or by the application of the 

compensatory lengthening process like in 18, it remains floating (cf. van der Hulst and Smith, 1982). 

Two instances of floating X-slots are shown in 24. One of them results from the application of the glide 

elision rule to the /j/ and the other results from the application of the vowel shortening rule to the /i:/.  

The second point is that when the output of a phonological rule does not conform to the constraints 

on syllable structures in the course of derivation, re-syllabification processes operate to re-syllabify it in 

accordance with these constraints (Clements & Keyser, 1983; Mahadin, 1994). For example, the 

application of the glide elision rule in 24 causes the appearance of the two adjacent syllables /mi/ and 

/in/. The second syllable, i.e. /in/, is onsetless which violets MSA syllabification constraints. 

Accordingly, a re-syllabification rule applies and combines these two syllables into one syllable. The 

syllable /miin/ conforms to permissible syllable structures in MSA but it violates the OCP principle 

which bans adjacent identical elements at the segmental tier. Consequently, the two adjacent identical 

elements /ii/ are combined into the single long element /i:/ to ensure maintaining the OCP at the 

segmental tier.      

As mentioned previously in this section, the AP surface representation ra:min is not only the result 

of declining ra:mi: for its genitive case but it can be also the outcome of declining this AP for its 

nominative case. Even though the declinations of this AP to its genitive and nominative cases yield the 

same surface representation, the latter case requires an extra rule, i.e. the vowel assimilation rule, to 

change the /iu/ sequence into /i:/. The representation of this instance of vowel assimilation rule is given 

in 25.   

25.       σ         σ                                                             σ 

                                 Vowel assimilation             

           X         X       Re-syllabification                    X       X 

 

            i           u                                                              i  

3.4. Doubly-Weak Aps 

3.4.1. The Imperfective Stems of Doubly-Weak Aps 

Doubly-weak imperfective stems, i.e. the stems that possess two glides in their consonantal roots, 

which serve as the bases for deriving doubly-weak APs in the current study are divided into two 

categories. The first category consists of stems which have their second and third radicals as glides, 

whereas the second category consists of stems which have glides as their first and third radicals. These 

two categories are identified by traditional grammarians as Ɂallafi:f Ɂalmaqru:n ‘weak stems that have 

adjacent glides in their consonantal roots’ and Ɂallafi:f Ɂalmafru:q ‘weak stems that have non-adjacent 

glides in their consonantal roots’, respectively (cf. Al-Faxiri, 1996; Abd Al-Ghani, 2010 and Al-

Samurrai, 2013). The former category of stems exhibits an underlying representation of the shape 

|C1G1VG2| which surfaces as |C1G1V:| (e.g. ja-lwij→ja-lwi: ‘he bends’) and the latter has an underlying 

representation of the shape |G1C2VG2| which surfaces as |C2i:| (e.g. ja-wqij→ ja-qi: ‘he protects’).  

The derivation of the surface representations of the second category from their underlying 

representations conforms to the regular patterns of deriving initially and finally weak verbs. That is, the 

glide which occurs underlyingly in the initial position of these stems is /w/ and their stem vowel is /i/ 

and thus they all undergo the w-deletion rule stated in 6 (e.g. ja-whij→ ja-hij) and the glide that occurs 
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underlyingly in their final position undergoes the glide elision process stated in 23 (e.g. ja-hij→ ja-hi: 

‘he inspires’).        

As for the stems of the first category, they follow the same derivational pattern of finally-weak verbs 

(e.g. ja-twij→ ja-twi: ‘he folds’) but they deviate from the pattern of deriving medially-weak verbs. This 

is ascribed to the observation that the |GV| sequence in these forms fails to alternate to |V:| akin to its 

counterpart in medially-weak verbs. For instance, the |GV| sequence in the medially-weak verb ja-cwud 

surfaces as ja-cu:d ‘he returns’ but this sequence does not alternate to |V:| in the doubly-weak verb ja-

rwij which surfaces as ja-rwi: ‘he narrates/quenches’. In this regard, Brame (1970, p. 267) stated that 

“the medial glide of all roots of the shape CGG is exceptional with regard to Glide Metathesis.” The 

glide metathesis is, according to Brame (1970), the first step for deriving the surface representations of 

medially-weak verbs from their underlying representations (see Section 3.2.1). This rule creates an 

environment in which the glide assimilation and vowel lengthening rules can apply. As a result of not 

applying the glide metathesis rule to the doubly-weak verbs which have roots of the shape |CGG|, the 

conditioning environment for its subsequent rules are not met in these verbs and thus their medial glides 

are retained. 

Allowing the imperfective verbs that have roots of the shape |CG1G2| to bypass the regular derivation 

of medially-weak verbs can be avoided if the second conditioning environment for the glide elision rule 

which is stated in 14 is slightly modified. Based on this conditioning environment, the glide which is 

preceded by a consonant and followed by a vowel, i.e. |CGV|, undergoes the elision rule. The elision of 

the glides that occur in the |CGV| sequence can be further restricted by proposing that the vowel in this 

sequence must be followed by a [consonantal] consonant. The only consonants that lack the feature 

[consonantal] are the glides (Spencer 1996). Thus, |G1| in the sequence |CG1VG2| does not undergo the 

glide elision rule because its following vowel is followed by a glide, i.e. |G2|, lacking the [consonantal] 

feature.  

Since the underlying form of the doubly-weak imperfective stems that have the root shape |CG1G2| 

is |CG1VG2|, the glide elision rule does not apply to their medial glides. On the other hand, |G2| in these 

stems meets the third conditioning environment for the glide elision rule, as stated in 23, hence, it 

undergoes this rule. For example, the derivation of the surface representation of the doubly-weak verb 

as ja-rwi: ‘he narrates/quenches’ involves applying the glide elision rule to the final radical in the 

underling representation of its stem, i.e. rwij, and retaining its medial glide because it does not meet the 

conditioning environments for the glide elision rule.    

3.4.2. The Derivation of Doubly-Weak APs from their Imperfective Stems 

The 27 doubly-weak APs, which are listed in Appendix (D), exhibit derivational patterns that 

resemble the two categories of the imperfective bases form which they are derived. The APs that are 

derived from the imperfective bases of the shape |G1C2VG2|, akin to their imperfective bases, follow the 

general derivational patterns of initially and finally weak APs. Accordingly, the initial glide in these 

APs is retained and the final glide undergoes the elision rule. For instance, the derivation of the AP 

wa:qin ‘a protector’ from the imperfective stem wqij involves, in addition to alternating the stem vowel 

into /i/ and the infix /wa/ into /a:/, applying the glide elision, re-syllabification and vowel shortening 

rules that are stated in 24.   

 On the other hand, similar to their imperfective bases, the doubly-weak APs which are derived from 

bases of the shape |C1G1VG2| follow the same pattern of deriving finally-weak APs but deviate from the 

derivational pattern of medially-weak APs. That is, the medial |G| alternates to a glottal stop in medially-

weak APs (e.g. qa:wil→ qa:Ɂil ‘a teller’) but this alternation does not take place in these doubly-weak 

verbs (e.g. ta:win→ta:win ‘a folder’). According to Brame (1970), the roots of the shape |CGG| are not 

only considered exceptions to the application of the glide metathesis rule but they are also exceptional 

with regard to the glottal formation rule and thus their medial glide does not alternate into |Ɂ|.  
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Similar to their imperfective bases, the apparent irregularity of these AP stems can be simply 

accounted for by making a minor modification to the first conditioning environment for the glide elision 

rule which is stated in 23. Based on this conditioning environment, the glide which occurs between two 

vowels |VGV| undergoes the elision rule, except for the glides which are preceded by high vowels and 

followed by low vowels. The elision of the glides that occupy intervocalic positions can be further 

restricted by postulating that the second vowel in the |VGV| sequence must be followed by a 

[consonantal] consonant. Accordingly, |G1| in the sequence |VG1VG2| does not undergo the glide elision 

rule because the second vowel in this sequence is followed by a consonant which lacks the [consonantal] 

feature, i.e. | G2|. The underlying representation of the doubly-weak APs which have the root |CGG| is 

|CwaG1iG2in|. |G1| in this representation is preceded by the vowel /a/ and followed by the vowel /i/ which 

in turn is followed by |G2|. Therefore, the glide elision does not target |G1| because it does not meet the 

first conditioning environment for this rule. 

The restatement of the glide elision rule in 4.19 with the modifications to the its first and second 

conditioning environments, which are made in Sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.1, respectively, is shown in 26. 

26.     X               X            X         X     X   [if Vj=[+low], Vi=[+low]] 

         Vi        Vj       C 

                                                            [consonantal] 

 

                                          X         V     X 

        

                                      #  C         V     C 

          G               Ø                             [consonantal] 

 

                              X          C  

                              V           ᴪ       

                           [high]   

 

 

4. Conclusions 

The analysis of the current AP corpus reveals that the derivation of initially-weak APs from their 

imperfective bases involves no additional processes to the ones employed for the derivation of their 

strong counterparts. On the other hand, the medially, finally and doubly weak APs undergo, in addition 

to the process that derive strong APs, the glide elision rule which is followed by compensatory 

lengthening, re-syllabification and insertion processes. Accounting for these processes is only possible 

in the X-slot model of autosegmental phonology due to its reference to the quantity of segments 

independently of their quality and to it utilization of a purely phonological unit, viz. the syllable, for the 

statement of phonological rules.  
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Appendix A. An example appendix 

Table 5. Initially-Weak APs of the Pattern C1a:C2iC3 
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Appendix (B) 

Table 6. Medially-Weak APs of the Pattern C1a:C2iC3 
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Appendix (C) 

Table 7. Finally-Weak APs of the Pattern C1a:C2iC3 
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Appendix (D) 

Table 8. Doubly-weak APs of the Pattern C1a:C2iC3 

 

 

 

Modern standart Arapça'da üç ünsüzden oluşan fiillerden zayıf aktif sıfat-fiil 

türetilmesinin otomatik segment analizi  

Öz 

Bu çalışma, otosegmental fonolojinin X-slot modelinde triconsonantal eksik fiillerden zayıf aktif sıfat fiil 

türetilmesini analiz etmeyi amaçlamaktadır. Araştırmanın ilk aşaması, sağlam köklü bir sözlükten korpus 

oluşturmayı içerir. Korpus,  başta, ortada, sonda ve iki kat zayıf sıfat fiil olarak kategorize edilen 620 sıfat fiil 

içerir. Analiz, düzensiz yüzey temsillerine sahip olmalarına rağmen, zayıf sıfat fiillerin temeldeki temsillerinin 

güçlü emsallerininkilerle paralel olduğunu ortaya koymaktadır. Bu sıfat fiillerin yüzey düzensizlikleri, kaymaların 

çeşitli fonolojik kurallara duyarlı olmalarına neden olan doğal kararsızlığına atfedilebilir. Bu fonolojik kurallara, 

bu yaklaşımda farklı katmanlardaki öğelerin sahip olduğu özerklik nedeniyle, otomatik segmental fonolojide doğru 

ve basit temsiller verilmiştir. 

Anahtar sözcükler: Otosegmental fonoloji; MSA; korpus çalışması; zayıf gövdeler; sıfat fiil 
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